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Access by A28, exit "Argentan sud"
Access from Paris by N26
Access from Caen by N158
45 minutes from Caen - 45 minutes from Alençon - 2h30 from Paris
Coordinated GPS :
Degree of latitude
Degree of longitude

48.74013724033859
0.016892552375793457

Municipal
camp-site
of Noë

rue des Anciens Lavoirs

Open from april to september 2018
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Municipal camp-site of Noë
34, rue de la Noë
61200 ARGENTAN
Tél. : 02 33 36 05 69
Fax : 02 33 39 96 61
camping@argentan.info

label national pour la promotion de l'internet citoyen
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Discover Argentan and enjoy a stay in the municipal camp-site of
Noé, situated near the lake of Noë.
Facilities
- 23 sites on 2126 m² of ground
- separated showers and WC for men and women
- refrigerator and freezer
- washing-machine and dryer
- room with an ironing board (domestic iron provided)
- room for relaxation and leisure with tennis-table, television TNT, books,
games
- free wifi access

Practical information
- Opening hours of reception from 8h am to 8h pm
- Location : arriving from 14h – departure before 11h
- Pets accepted subject to presentation of the book of vaccination

Prices
- adult
- child (under 10 years)
- location
- vehicle
- electric connexion
- storing ground
- wash linen (token)
- dry linen (token)
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2.40 €
1.50 €
2.60 €
2.10 €
2.80 €
8€
3.50 €
2€

N

Terms of payment
Cash bank check, cheks vacation, credit card

Nearby the camp-site you can benefit from
- the House of laces, introducing the rich lace-maker past of the city (50m)
- the lake of Noé with fishing, games for children, bolws, walking tours
(100m)
- promenades in "Feeds", green lung into the city (200m)
- the aquatic center (500m)
- the media library (1km)
- activities proposed by the Tourist Office (walks in horse-drawn carriage,
guided tours, exhibitions...)

Camping-cars area
A camping-cars area is situated outside the camp-site. Possibility to change oil
and to drain away grey waters ; access to drinking water and electricity (1h).
Works with euro-relais
tokens
1 token : 2,20 €

